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Short synopsis

A symphony in three movements.
THINGS SUCH AS:
A Mediterranean cruise. Numerous conversations, in numerous languages, between the passengers, almost all of whom are on holiday...

OUR EUROPE:
At night, a sister and her younger brother have summoned their parents to appear before the court of their childhood. The children demand serious explanations of the themes of Liberty, Equality and Fraternity.

OUR HUMANITIES:
Visits to six sites of true or false myths: Egypt, Palestine, Odessa, Hellas, Naples and Barcelona.

Long synopsis

A symphony in three movements.
THINGS SUCH AS:
The Mediterranean, a cruise ship.
Numerous conversations, in numerous languages, between the passengers, almost all of whom are on holiday...
An old man, a war criminal (German, French, American we don’t know) accompanied by his grand daughter...
A famous French philosopher (Alain Badiou);
A representative of the Moscow police, detective branch;
An American singer (Patti Smith);
An old French policeman;
A retired United Nations bureaucrat;
A former double agent;
A Palestinian ambassador;
It’s a matter of gold, as it was before with the Argonauts, but what is seen (the image) is very different from what is heard (the word).

OUR EUROPE:
At night, a sister and her younger brother have summoned their parents to appear before the court of their childhood.
One of the parents in fact has to appear on television to stand as a candidate in the local elections at...
The children demand serious explications of the themes of Liberty, Equality and Fraternity.

OUR HUMANITIES:
Visits to six sites of true or false myths: Egypt, Palestine, Odessa, Hellas, Naples and Barcelona.
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ABOUT THE DIRECTOR

Born in Paris in 1930, Jean-Luc Godard attended school in Switzerland and later studied at the University of Paris. Godard spent much time at the film screenings of the Cinematheque Francaise, curated by Henri Langlois. It was through these screenings that he became acquainted with other young film critics who would later emerge as prominent figures in the French New Wave movement, including Francois Truffaut, Eric Rohmer and Claude Chabrol. In these screenings, Godard experienced a wide variety of films spanning the entire history of the medium. In 1951, Godard would begin writing film criticism for the highly-influential film journal, *Cahiers du Cinema*, founded by theorist Andre Bazin. Godard's first exploration into filmmaking came in 1953 when, while working on the construction of a dam, he shot a short documentary about the process, which would be released in 1955 as *Opération Bèton*. Several other short films followed, including *All the Boys Are Called Patrick* (1957) and *Charlotte et Son Jules* (1958), featuring actor Jean-Paul Belmondo, with whom Godard would work on his first feature-length film the following year.

Godard became recognized as one of the leading figures of the French New Wave upon the release of his first feature film, *Breathless*. This groundbreaking film, released in 1960, paved the way for his remarkable work to follow, and made an indelible mark upon world cinema. In films such as *A Woman is a Woman*, *Le Petit Soldat*, *Contempt*, *Two or Three Things I Know About Her* and *La Chinoise*, Godard would continue to push formal and aesthetic boundaries while pursuing his highly personal and individual cinematic style.

Godard's films are also intensely political. He formed the Dziga Vertov cinema-group with Jean-Pierre Gorin in the late 1960s, influenced by the ideas of Soviet filmmakers of the 1920s, including Vertov and Sergei Eisenstein. His work during this period was also heavily influenced by his response to the events of May 1968. Godard continued to experiment technically in the 1970s, including incorporating the use of video technology into his productions, and in the 1980s, returned to the more traditional narrative format with films such as *Passion*, released in 1982. He continued working in the essay format as well, with *King Lear* (1987) being one notable example.

Moving forward, Godard continues to explore new themes and ideas, through films such as *The Old Place*, *In Praise of Love* (which explores the four stages of love), and *Notre Musique*, dealing with the war in Sarajevo. Godard's latest release, *Film Socialisme*, continues in the tradition of his exploration of a wide variety of important, contemporary subjects, as viewed through his uniquely personal cinematic style.
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INTERVIEW WITH JEAN-LUC GODARD

Renaud Deflins
Jean-Luc Godard
“Sud Rail Magazine”
April 15th 2010

Q  production, distribution, exploitation?
A  since the end of the big studios, after the Second World War, the order was inverted, with the aristocracy henceforth coming first, and the "third estate" last.

Q  cinema and films - the difference?
A  the same, cinema is not necessarily to be found in films.

Q  3D?
A  very quickly, the dimension of time has disappeared and space flattened, cinemascope, 16:9

Q  whereof geometry?
Euclid understood the language of the Pyramids, not Aristotle.

and the word "why"?

Freud did not study the birth of the word after birth, when the infant still speaks without words. Animals alone will be the custodians.

peace In the Middle East - when?

as soon as Israel and Palestine introduce 6 million dogs and stroll with them as neighbors who don’t speak, who don’t speak of something else.

tragedy and democracy?

without Sophocles, no Pericles.

copyright?

we forget that Beaumarchais' real problem wasn't retaining ownership of "The Marriage of Figaro ", but simply getting his share of the receipts.

what are our humanities?

in the past, in French high schools, Greek and Latin were identified thus. We can define humanity as an infinite curve in all its points save one where it is void (cf, L. Schwarz).

a happy Europe?

rather than received historical wisdoms we’d do better to understand that our Europe was created by the German princes in the process of their unification. And therefore that today, France, Poland, Hungary, are nothing more than “Länder ”. And, in its desire to "fara da se ", Italy already presupposes future Axis forces.

rhyming equality with shit?

our ? is the sign of it. The only behaviour in which animals and human inhabit an equality - chamberpot, seat, chairs, etc,

static shots only?

the chemist doesn’t do tracking shots in front of his microscope nor petrol companies when drilling into the sea bed.

and the face of the Other?
Unfortunately for him, the philosopher Levinas didn’t walk on the battlefield with a camcorder and its inversable mirror.

Q blogs and SMS?

A in a way, behind this young thinking similar to an earthworm, one thing matters to all these passionate Phoenixes: to survive and find in the depths of chaos a chance to resurrect (cf. Prigogine).

Q politics again?

A yes, as modern democracies, by rendering politics a domain of separate thought, are predisposed to totalitarianism.

Q ixe plus three equals one?

A not an Einstein-style formula, a metaphor at the apex and the roots of all editing. If financial, for example, it allows the current debt of Greece to be brought near the hordes of German tourists. In Montesquieu’s phrase: when finance is privileged, the State is lost.

Q and images?

A the old magus Bachelard spoke about implicit and explicit images. We might cite Jules Renard’s image of silence: snow falling on the water.

Q a vision of the future?

A even with Final Cut, the most humble or most arrogant of editors is in prison, bound to the past as to the future and must deal with it for the present. Only cinema reproduces this human work.

Q a last film?

A nothing more than a title: "Farewell to Language ". 